Selection Procedure
Brake Torque and Thermal Capacities
General
Technical Section Y of the catalog contains useful information pertaining to the selection,
mounting, alignment and control of clutches and
brakes in general. Formulas, symbols and units
are also identified. It is recommended that Section Y be reviewed before attempting to size a
specific product for an application.
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Element torque is calculated from:

Torque
DBA and DBB Brakes
The torque ratings are dependent upon spring
force and quantity, not a pressurizing medium.
However, a pressurizing medium is required to
compress the springs to release the brake. Minimum releasing pressures, as well as the maximum pressures which the piston and cylinder
can withstand, are given on the catalog pages.
Type DBA and DBB brakes are disc type and develop equal torque in both directions of rotation.
Several springs are used in their design. If brake
size is determined by thermal requirements
rather than torque requirements, brake torque
can be reduced by spring removal.
For spring applied brakes, torque will decrease
with lining wear, due to the longer piston travel
required for engagement. Single disc DBA and
DBB brakes have no provision for adjustment.
Multiple disc brakes have a provision for adjustment after a given amount of lining wear. Therefore, DBA and DBB brake torque with worn
linings must be considered in the selection process.

DC Elements
DC element dynamic torque ratings Mr, are
based on an effective pressure pr of 75 psi (5,2
bar). Maximum allowable operating pressure is
120 psi (8,3 bar). Torque ratings must be adjusted for operating pressure po and parasitic
loss pp.

Me =

po pp
• Mr
pr

Cyclic and Non-Cyclic Thermal
Capacity
Brake types DBAV and DBB were designed for
cyclic stopping applications. They are capable
of a maximum thermal capacity Pc of 0.012
HP/in2.
Non-cyclic thermal capacity is determined by
the element’s friction area, drum or disc mass,
material heat capacity and thermal conductivity.
The properties of our standard elements result
in the limits indicated in the Non-Cyclic Energy
Capacity Graph. An explanation on the use of
this graph follows.
The thermal energy calculated for the load is adjusted to include the energy associated with accelerating or decelerating the components of the
tentative clutch and/or brake selection. The adjusted thermal energy Wt is divided by the element’s friction area A. Next, the average power
loading Pave is calculated from:
Pave=

Pt
A

The point (Wt/A, Pave) is plotted on the graph. If
the point falls below the appropriate product
limit line, the selection will handle the load. If it
does not, an element having a greater friction
area is required.

The elements have an inherent parasitic pressure pp, required to cause friction disc engagement, which represents the pressure to
overcome internal sliding friction and to compress disc releasing springs.
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W1/A (joule/cm2)

W1/A (ft·lb/in2)
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Pave (HP/in2)

Non-Cylic Energy Capacity

Pave (kW/cm2)

Example
Reverse brake torque required =
0.5•stroke•weight/reduction

A cyclic stopping brake is required for use on
a power press operating under the following
conditions. Determine the brake size and allowable cyclic rate.

= 0.5•10•2500/10

Brake shaft speed: 300 rpm

= 1250 lb•in

Stopping angle at crankshaft: 15°

From required torques, select 215DBB

Inertia referred to brake shaft: 750 lb•ft2

Lining area = 476 in2

Press stroke: 10 in

Disc and gear WK2 = 10 lb•ft2

Ram and die weight: 2500 lb

Total WK2 = 750 + 10 = 760 lb•ft2

Reduction between brake shaft and crankshaft: 10:1

W

Stopping angle at brake shaft θd =
15°•10 = 150°
td
Mb

=

Wk 2 n 2
5873

760 300 2
5873

= 11650 ft•lb

θd
150
=
=
= 0.17 sec.
3 n 3 300

Pc

=

W cpm
33000

Wk 2 n
=
25.58 td

cpm

=

Pc 33000
W

=

0.012 476 33000
11650

750 300
25.58 0.17

= 51,700 lb•in

= 16
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